
Die neue Dimension der Schall- und Schwingungsuntersuchung

BrakeOBSERVER





Optimizing driving comfort,
reducing brake noise
Demands and expectations regarding the sound quality of braking events are increasing. In order to achieve better driving 

comfort, car manufacturers must optimize the development of brake systems in order to eliminate noise.

The BrakeOBSERVER system is designed to identify the causes of brake noise. It combines the detection and recording of 

annoying brake noise events with the capability to evaluate noise and any of its relevant influences.

This makes BrakeOBSERVER the ideal solution for the sound optimization and acoustic quality assurance of brake systems.



BrakeOBSERVER – the ideal system that

supports you in the development and sound optimization of brake systems

intelligently and automatically detects and records brake noise

continuously records descriptive parameters for brake noise

documents results and allows noise events to be evaluated interactively

The combination of hardware and software is excellently suited for recording and processing annoying 

noise events. Furthermore, the system records all the important parameters necessary for the evaluation 

of noise events during test drives or on dynamometers. Subsequently, the measurement data are fully 

documented.



A complete
   one-stop solution





Detecting brake noise in real time
The occurrence of different interfering noise components while driving makes the subjective judgment 

of relevant brake noise a difficult task. The heart of BrakeOBSERVER is the automatic and intelligent 

detection of brake noise events. The patented Relative Approach algorithm developed by HEAD acoustics 

is based on the pattern recognition characteristics of human hearing and delivers excellent detection 

results regarding which brake is the origin of the noise.

Relevant braking events can be saved by means of triggered recording or in "off-brake mode", which 
significantly reduces both the amount of data and the time required to evaluate the results.



A package as
 complete as it can be
The multi-channel front end MMF II.0 with its built-in Toughbook docking station, is equipped for acquiring the signals necessary 

for brake examinations. Customizable connectors for Line/ICP®, pulse sensors, and CAN/FlexRay are provided as well as sensors 

for measuring temperature, humidity, and brake pressure. Combined with the Panasonic Toughbook CF-31, the front end 

automatically starts and quits the BrakeOBSERVER system via the ignition of the car or a switch.



MMF III.0





Flexible judgment of brake events

During the test drive, BrakeOBSERVER provides immediate feedback of brake noise statistics or notes 

about the events. The software interface is fully customizable to meet different requirements for the 

judgment of brake noise quality.

Immediately after a brake examination, the HEAD Control Panel (HCP) allows for a subjective judgment 

of the respective brake event on a scale from 1 to 10. Multiple brake events can be combined into groups 

and validated. Judgments from different test persons are archived and can be viewed at any time.



HEAD Noise Event Manager
The HEAD Noise Event Manager software for interactive evaluation of noise events presents you with important details about the 

detected brake noise events and their descriptive parameters. Signals received via the MMF III.0 front end and the BrakeOBSERVER 

software are recorded as calibrated measurement data and evaluated. The data can be conveniently managed in a configurable 

tree structure. An overview table shows noise events and the associated parameter values recorded by BrakeOBSERVER at the 

time of the respective event. Extensive, multi-stage table filters allow the data to be narrowed down to the relevant information. 

Parameters relevant for the noise generation are presented in customizable reports, and the brake events shown are linked to 

the corresponding audio data. The unique audio playback feature plays the sound events while displaying the recording based 

on the Relative Approach analysis.





BrakeOBSERVER at a glance

BrakeOBSERVER scope of delivery (Code 4960)
Setup CD

License

Driver dongle

Administration tool (Code 4961) incl. configuration dongle

MMF III.0 – Required multi-channel front end (Code 3313)
12 Line/ICP® inputs

6 differential inputs, with individual adjustable sensor supply

6 inputs for temperature measurement, seperately galvanic isolated

2 pulse, galvanic isolated

2 CAN/FlexRay inputs, galvanic isolated

1 Aux, galvanic isolated

1 ignition input



Recommended accessories

HCP (Code 1980)
HEAD Control Panel, 7" miniature VGA display with touchscreen

Panasonic Toughbook CF-31
Rugged laptop PC for operation under extreme conditions

HEAD Noise Event Manager (Code 4963)
Software for the interactive evaluation and documentation of sound events
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